
Technical Description

Process Control Model UV 300
Steam Boiler Unit

This technical description contains an overview of the different parts of the process unit and short

descriptions of these.

See also the brochures for UV 300 and the Optional equipment. 
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Control model UV 300E
1.1 Layout
The control model consists of two main parts:

1. Process unit UV 320-15

2. Control system: DSC system UV 720 or Control panel UV 302.

For the operation of the unit single phase 230 VAC, three phase 4000 VAC, instrument air (140 kPa),

water supply, water drainage and LPG-gas (minimum size P11) is needed.

1.2 Process unit UV 320-15
The process unit consists of three parts:

a) Steam unit

b) Feedwater unit

c) Condensate unit

The units is mounted on a steel stand in three part that is easily mounted together after delivery.

The steam generator has a Horizontal cylindrical, all-welded pressure vessel (Material: steel SIS 1430)

with a half-cylindrical, completely water-cooled furnace with 25 vertical water tubes. The steam generator

uses LPG-gas as fuel. The boiler is equipped with two heat exchangers that is heated with the exhaust. The

lower heat exchanger is a steam super heater. The upper heat exchanger is a economizer for preheating of

the feedwater. The unit is also equipped with a gas burner and all necessary shot off valves. 

The feedwater unit consists of a feed water pump, 3-phase. The water is stored in a feed water tank

mounted on top of the feed water pump.

The feedwater tank is equipped with a deareator for degassing of the feedwater. The feed water is pumped

from the condensate tank with a single phase pump. The feedwater unit is equipped with valves and pipes

for circulation of the feed water through the economizer during heating.

The condensate unit consists of a heat exchanger that is cooled with water from the water supply,

condensate tank and a condensate pump.

The level control of the condensate tank consists of two float switches and a capacitive switch, all

mounted in the lid. The floats affects switches when the level is to high or low. The capacitive switch acts

as a High High alarm.

When the High switch is closed the condensate pump is started. When the Low switch closes the pump is

stopped. 

The load unit consists of three parallel mounted ball valves which enables step changes of the steam flow. 

The steam pipe is equipped with a three way valve for connection of a steam turbine (UV 706).

For a more detailed description of the process unit, see training manual in steam measurement.

The process unit is equipped with the following meters, see the following figures.
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Meters according to measurement point diagram:

Symbol Measurement quantity Measurement

range

Type of measure device

TI-1 Steam temperature before super heater 0 - 200 OC Bimetallic thermometer

TI-2 Steam temperature after super heater 30 - 250 OC Bimetallic thermometer

TI-3 Feed water temperature before economizer 0 - 120 OC Bimetallic thermometer

TI-4 Feed water temperature after economizer 0 - 120 OC Bimetallic thermometer

TI-5 Temperature cooling water, in 0 - 70 OC Glass thermometer

TI-6 Temperature cooling water, out 0 - 70 OC Glass thermometer

LI-1 Drum level 0 - 100 mm Water level glass

LI-2 High level condensate tank Switch Float

LI-5 High High level condensate tank Switch Capacitive

LI-6 Low level condensate tank No scale Float

LI-7 Level in feed water tank Water level glass

PI-1 Pressure in drum 0 - 10 Bar Manometer

PI-3 Pressure after feed water pump 0 - 15 Bar Manometer

The two previously mentioned controllers are also marked on the measurement point diagram. 

PC-2 Pressure regulator on propane bottle

LC-2 Level control unit for condenser

For continuous logging and control the process unit is equipped with the following connections for

transmitters, see the figures

Quantity Construction

Steam pressure in drum Connection R 3/8" for water pocket tube

Steam pressure before load valves Connection R 3/8" for water pocket tube

Fuel flow Orifice plate with direct connections, shut off and equalization

valves. Gauge connection to the transmitter.

Steam flow Orifice plate with direct connections, shut off and equalization

valves. Gauge connection to the transmitter.

Feed water flow Orifice plate with direct connections, shut off and equalization

valves. Gauge connection to the transmitter.

Level in drum Connections with shut off  valves and gauges for connection to the

transmitter.



The following transmitters is included in the basic configuration:

Pressure transmitters

Symbol Quantity Make and type

PT-1 Steam pressure ABB 266 GST

LT-1 Drum level ABB 266 MST

FT-1 Steam flow ABB 266 MST

FT-2 Fuel flow ABB 266 MST

FT -3 Feed water flow ABB 266 MST

The following actuators is included in the basic configuration:

Control valves

Symbol Quantity Make and type

PV-1 Fuel flow Research. Single seated valve

Cv = 0.02, linear.

Pneumatic single acting mem-

brane actuator

3-15 psi, air to open.

LV-1 Feed water flow Research. Single seated valve

Cv = 0.03, linear.

Pneumatic single acting mem-

brane actuator

3-15 psi, air to close.

For the control valves above, two I/P-converters is mounted on the process:

I/P-converters

Symbol Quantity Make and type

PX-2 Fuel flow ABB PXA45

PX-4 Feed water flow ABB PXA45



1.3 Control panel UV 302

The Control panel is built in a steel cabinet.

Height = 449 mm

With = 465 mm

Depth = 740 mm

The following instruments is mounted in the control panel:

1 pc Micro processor based PID-controller. With one 4 - 20 mA output and three 4 - 20 mA inputs.

The controller has features for internal cascade control and feed forward. It also has linearization

and characterisation functions and other advanced mathematic features. There is two complete PID

blocks in the controller.

Honeywell UDC 3500.

For more detailed information see the brochure “UDC 3500".

2 pc Micro processor based PID-controller. With one 4 - 20 mA output and one or two 4 - 20 mA inputs.

Honeywell UDC 3200.

For more detailed information see the brochure “UDC 3200".

1 pc Micro processor based two pen recorder.

2 pc Power supply unit, 24 VDC.

1 pc Step and ramp response unit.

The control panel is equipped with 4 mm banana plugs for connections between instruments and signals.

Connection to the process is done with a multi core cable.

1.4 DCS system UV 720

The control system consists of a combined Operator and Engineering workplace to be installed on a PC

computer. The controller and I/O hardware is mounted on a panel. All needed configuration and pictures is

included in the delivery. The  programs is preinstalled in the controller. All programming, configuration

and pictures can be changed by the user. The system is completely open.

The system features the following components:

1 pc ABB Compact HMI 800. Combined operator and engineering workplace

1 pc Compact controller

1 pc AI Analog input 1x8 ch

1 pc AO Analog input 1x8 ch

1 pc DI Digital input 1x16 ch

1 pc DO Digital output 1x16 ch

The system can be upscaled with different units such as field bus devices, motion control etc.

If optional equipment Alarm and Control unit UV 703 is included in the delivery. The UV 703 is

integrated with the UV 305.

For more detailed information see the brochure “UV 700" and “Compact HMI 800 Overview".

1.5 Turbine UV 706
A modern high efficiency steam turbine. The turbine also includes a generator with rectifier and speed

transmitter with 4-20 mA output.

In standard the turbine is delivered with 170 VDC but can also be equipped with a DC/AC converter for

230 VAC 50 Hz output.

For more detailed information see the brochure “UV 700" .

1.6 Energy package UV 704
A number of extra measurement points for steam and energy calculations. On the following pages the

needed measurement points is shown.



Measurement points for energy calculations:

Symbol Quantity

TI-l Steam temperature before super heater

TI-2 Steam temperature after super heater

TI-3 Feed water temperature before economizer

TI-4 Feed water temperature after economizer

TI-5 Temperature cooling water, in

TI-6 Temperature cooling water, out

TI-7* Exhaust temperature before superheater

TI-8* Exhaust temperature after superheater and before economizer

TI-9* Exhaust temperature after economizer

TI-10* Steam temperature before load valves

TI-11* Steam temperature after load valves

TI-12* Temperature of condensate

TI-13* Temperature of feed water before feed water pump

PI-1 Pressure in drum

PI-3 Pressure after feed water pump

PI-4* Pressure of feed water before boiler

PI-5* Steam pressure after super heater

PI-6* Steam pressure before load valves

FT-1 Steam flow

FT-2 Fuel flow

FT-4* Cooling water flow

* = Included in the Energy package, UV 704
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Technical data UV 300
Steam capacity continuous 30 kg/h

Steam pressure max 8 bar

Specifications UV 300

Boiler:

Typ H-25-G water tube type

Heating surface 0.34 m2(casing 0.18 m , tubes 0.13 m, heads 0.03 m)

Fuel type LPG

Boiler water wight aprox 20 kg

Condenser:

Heat exchanger Swep B12

Feedwater tank:

Capacity max 22 litres

Feedwater pump:

Type Tp-80

Maximum pressure 10 bar

Condensate tank:

Capacity 5 litres

Condensate pump:

Type CAM 60E

Superheater and economizer:

Typ 125/3

Surface gas side 0.44 m2 (shell 0.12 m2, lamina and tubes 0.324 m2)

Burner:

Make Sievert typ 2943

Vacuumpump: 

Gardner Denver 8011. 34 l/min.
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